Year 11 revision – week beginning March 17th
Revision book - read through and refresh your knowledge of pages 5- 9 and 51-53
1/ Learn the meaning of the following key words:- added value, unique selling point,
franchise, franchisee, franchisor, Sales of Goods Act, Trade Descriptions Act
Match ItA law relating to the products or service being sold. It states they must be
fit for purpose
A business that trades using another businesses names and product for a fee
and royalty payments
How a business differentiates itself from its competitors
The right given by one business to other businesses to sell goods or services
using its name
The increased worth a business creates for a product
A law relating to how businesses deal with and sell to customers. It states
that businesses must not give false or misleading information
A business that gives others the right to use its name and sell its product or
service for a fee and royalty payments
2/ A business sells 500 T-shirts a month for £15 each. Each T-shirt costs £6 in
variable costs. The business has £2700 of fixed costs each month. Calculate the profit
or loss made each month.
3/ Exam Technique
1/ Identify two possible benefits of effective stock control to a business (2 marks)

___________
2/Identify two possible benefits to a business of providing good customer service (2
marks)

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

3/ Which of the following best describes added value in a business?
A

Price – total costs

B

The difference between what a business pays its suppliers and what it receives
for selling its products

C

Variable cost – price

D

The difference between what a business pays its employees and what it
receives for selling its products

4/ Amy charged a client £12500 for an office party she organised. Total variable costs
for the event came to £5400. What is the added value?
A

£12500

B

£17900

C

£5400

D

£7100

5/ Why is added value important for a business such as a flower shop?
A

It helps lower staff turnover

B

Higher added value raises staff morale

C

It helps to lower profit margins

D

The higher the added value, the sooner costs can be met and the quicker a

business makes a profit
6/ Which one of the following is not a feature of a franchise?
A

An initial fee is paid by the franchisee to the franchisor

B

The franchisee can operate anywhere in the country

C

The franchisor provides the franchisee with advice and guidance

D

Buying a franchise reduces the risk when setting up a business

7/ Which of the following is likely to lead to improved service for a taxi firm?
A

Promising never to be more than 10 minutes late

B

Giving passengers an arrival time and sticking to it

C

Limiting the distance it is willing to take passengers

D

Changing an advert on the outside of the taxi.

8/

Companies that provide effective customer service are likely to experience
A

lower profits

B

repeat purchases from customers

C

lower sales volumes

D

repeat custom from suppliers

9/

Fount is a large mobile phone company offering services across the UK. It has gained a
reputation for poor customer service. Which one of the following would be a
disadvantage to the company of this poor customer service? Select one answer.
A

Fewer suppliers gaining contracts from Fount

B

More tax needing to be paid by Fount

C

Fewer customers renewing their contracts with Fount

D

More sales to customers of Fount

10/ One of the purposes of Trade Descriptions legislation is to
A

prevent businesses from giving false information in advertisements

B

force businesses to offer low prices on their products

C

make businesses give detailed descriptions of products on packaging

D

offer compensation to consumers when products are faulty

11/ One of the purposes of Sale of Goods legislation is to
A

encourage shops to have regular sales where they mark down prices

B

stop shops from refusing to sell goods to customers at low prices

C

allow consumers to get compensation if a product is faulty

D

prevent businesses from selling out of products

12/ Which one of the following is most likely to be an effect of consumer protection
legislation on businesses? It
A

reduces their costs

B

leads to bad publicity if a business is taken to court

C

leads to a fall in the number of their customers

D

gives businesses greater freedom when selling products

13/ Explain how the government introducing a new consumer protection law could affect
a business such as cadburys (3 marks)
(Remember your answer must be in context - link to Cadbury –chocolate, competitors
e.g Nestle
The government introducing a new consumer protection law could affect Cadburys
because…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
This means that ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
This leads to ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Parent Help Sheet and Answers
Answers
1/
Sale of Goods
Act
Franchisor
Unique selling
point
Franchise

Added Value
Trade
Descriptions Act
Franchisee

A law relating to the products or service being sold. It states they must be
fit for purpose
A business that trades using another businesses names and product for a fee
and royalty payments
How a business differentiates itself from its competitors
The right given by one business to other businesses to sell goods or services
using its name
The increased worth a business creates for a product
A law relating to how businesses deal with and sell to customers. It states
that businesses must not give false or misleading information
A business that gives others the right to use its name and sell its product or
service for a fee and royalty payments

2/ £1800 profit
3/ Exam Technique
1/ Meet customer needs, increased customer satisfaction, lower costs and increased
profit
2/ Customer satisfaction, repeat purchase, recommendations and new customers,
increased sales leading to higher profits, good reputation
3/ a
4/ 7100
5/ d
6/ b
7/ b
8/b
9/ c
10/a
11/c
12/b

13/ increased costs meeting the law, better reputation and image, satisfied customers
14/

